Results. Twenty-five studies were included. A negative prognostic role for low serum vitD level was observed in five cohort studies including patients with breast cancer (one study), colon cancer (two studies), prostate cancer (one study), and melanoma (one study), but not in two studies on non-small cell lung cancer and one study on breast cancer. Three of four studies showed that VDR ؉ tu-
INTRODUCTION
Vitamin D (vitD) has an important role in regulating body levels of calcium and bone mineralization. The hormonal activity of vitD is mediated by its binding with vitD receptor (VDR) within the cell nuclei [1] . Because VDR is expressed in all body tissues, vitD also has extraskeletal effects. The degree of expression of VDR and its genetic variants may be important factors influencing the activity of serum vitD [2] . Hypovitaminosis D is associated with muscle weakness and a greater risk for type I diabetes, multiple sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis, cardiovascular disease, and infectious diseases [3] . In cancer, vitD decreases cellular proliferation of cancer cells in vitro and induces their terminal differentiation. More than 50 genes have been shown to be involved, including those encoding the cell cycle regulators p21, p27, c-fos, and c-myc [4] .
Blood levels of 25-hydroxyvitamin D (25(OH)D), but not calcitriol, correlate with vitD health benefits [3] . There is no consensus on optimal levels of 25(OH)D in serum. Many authors define vitD deficiency as a 25(OH)D level Ͻ10 ng/mL, insufficiency as a level of 10 -35 ng/mL, and sufficiency as a level of 35-80 ng/mL; vitD toxicity is defined as a 25(OH)D level Ͼ80 ng/mL [5] . Other experts define vitD deficiency as a 25(OH)D level Ͻ20 ng/mL [3] . The currently available evidence supports the hypothesis that hypovitaminosis D could potentially negatively influence outcome in cancer patients [6] .
In this paper, we systematically reviewed observational studies on cancer patients in which the predictive role of vitD or the VDR status was analyzed in relation to major clinical outcomes, as well as randomized controlled trials (RCTs) in which vitD was administered to improve prognosis. Our key questions concern whether or not hypovitaminosis D is associated with a poor prognosis and whether or not vitD repletion improves the prognosis of cancer patients.
METHODS
Prospective studies evaluating the prognostic role of baseline vitD and VDR status in cancer patients and randomized trials evaluating the efficacy of vitD administration in patient outcome were searched. The primary outcome of interest was overall survival (OS); secondary outcomes were time to progression (i.e., the time elapsing between the diagnosis of metastatic disease and disease progression or death, whichever occurred first), disease-free survival (DFS) (i.e., the time elapsing from radical operation to any event, irrespective of cause), recurrence-free survival (RFS) (i.e., the time elapsing from radical operation to any event, except for any second primary cancer).
The following databases were queried using a combination of search terms: MEDLINE, EMBASE, ISI Web of Knowledge, and The Cochrane Library through June 2010. Searches were limited to English language studies including humans. The search terms included combinations of: "Vitamin D" [MeSH] , "Receptor, Calcitriol"
[MeSH], "Neoplasms" [MeSH] , "Disease-Free Survival" [MeSH] , "Recurrence" [MeSH] , "Survival Rate" [MeSH] , "Mortality" [MeSH] , "Survival analysis" [MeSH] , "Prognosis" [MeSH] , cholecalciferol, ergocalciferol, dihydrotachysterol, hydroxyvitamin D, calcitriol, calcidiol, calcifediol. Figure 1 illustrates the search strategy used for MEDLINE. This strategy was slightly modified for use with EMBASE, The Cochrane Library, and the other databases.
Titles and abstracts of all identified records were scanned for relevancy, and original publications were retrieved when appropriate. Additionally, the reference list of each identified article was manually reviewed to identify other works of interest. Finally, the websites of the American Society of Clinical Oncology (http://www.asco.org) and the San Antonio Breast Cancer Symposium (http:// www.sabcs.org) were visited to search for abstracts and congress proceedings, and the National Cancer Institute clinical trial registry (http://www.clinicaltrials.gov) was visited to search for ongoing clinical trials on vitD supplementation. Articles reporting directly or indirectly on the prognostic role of vitD status or VDR in cancer patients were included if they reported data from RCTs, cohort studies, or case-control studies. Articles reporting on the effect of vitD supplementation on patient survival were included if they reported data from RCTs. All selected papers were retrieved as full text.
Each study was analyzed to extract a set of relevant data using a standardized form. The extracted data were: type of study, type of tumor, number of patients, number of events, length of follow-up, and relationship between vitD status and cancer prognosis. The risk for bias in individual observational studies was assessed according to the NewcastleOttawa scale [7] ; RCTs were assessed using the Cochrane Collaboration tool [8] . Data extraction and critical appraisal of included studies were done by two reviewers; disagreements were resolved by discussion within the group of authors.
We did not perform a meta-analysis of the observational studies because of excessive heterogeneity in study design, cancer type, vitD categories, and statistical measures available from individual studies.
The results of the RCTs evaluating the efficacy of vitD administration on OS were combined in a metaanalysis using the risk ratio (RR) as a measure of effect and a fixed-effects model, with weights calculated with the Mantel-Haenszel method. Heterogeneity was evaluated with the 2 approach. As a sensitivity analysis, a random-effects meta-analysis was also performed. STATA, version 9.2 (StataCorp., College Station, TX) was used for all calculations. 1216 
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Because of the small number of studies and the high level of heterogeneity, no formal assessment of publication bias was performed.
RESULTS
Our search identified 132 independent references, which were sorted using abstracts or full-text publications (Fig. 1) . In total, 25 relevant studies were identified and retrieved for analysis. The studies were divided into three groups: (a) circulating 25(OH)D levels (eight studies), (b) VDR expression (14 studies), and (c) vitD supplementation during cancer treatment (three studies). Two studies were included in both group (a) and (b).
Circulating 25(OH)D Levels
Eight studies related serum vitD level with cancer prognosis (Table 1) . In a cohort study [9] including patients with stage IA-IIB non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), circulating 25(OH)D levels assessed at diagnosis did not correlate with RFS, whereas patients with serum vitD levels in the highest two quartiles had a lower risk for death (adjusted hazard ratio [AHR], 0.80 and 0.74) than patients in the first quartile, which barely missed attaining statistical significance (p for trend ϭ .07). However, when the patients were stratified by disease stage, a significant association was observed for stage IB-IIB patients (AHR, 0.45; 95% confidence interval [CI], 0.24 -0.82; highest versus lowest quartile; p for trend ϭ .002) but not for stage IA patients (HR, 1.10; 95% CI, 0.62-1.96; p ϭ .53) (interaction test p ϭ .046).
In a later paper involving patients with advanced NSCLC [10] , no difference in survival by circulating vitD level was observed. Taken together these data suggest that serum vitD is not prognostic in patients with NSCLC and the statistical significance attained in a patient subset only cannot be generalized.
Conversely, a significant association between serum vitD and prognosis was observed in two studies involving colon cancer patients. In the 304 participants of the Nurses' Health Study and the Health Professionals Follow-Up Study diagnosed with colorectal cancer [11] , patients in the highest quartile of serum 25(OH)D level had an AHR for overall mortality of 0.52 (95% CI, 0.29 -0.94), compared with those in the lowest quartile. More recently, Wesa et al. [12] evaluated the prognostic role of serum vitD measured at diagnosis in 250 colon cancer patients. On univariate analysis, serum vitD was significantly associated with better survival (p ϭ .036). Patients with vitD deficiency had a survival outcome approximately 1.5ϫ worse than those with normal levels.
As far as breast cancer patients are concerned, published data led to controversial results. A prospective cohort study [13] evaluated the association between hypovitaminosis D at diagnosis and the risk for distant recurrence and death in 512 patients with early breast cancer. The DFS interval was worse in women with deficient vitD status than in those with adequate vitD status (AHR, 1.71; 95% CI, 1.02-2.86), as was the OS time, with the latter just failing to attain statistical significance. According to quintile distribution, a progressive stepwise decrease in the HR for death was observed from the first to the fourth quintile, compared with the reference fifth quintile, considering either DFS or OS. Interestingly, the authors also fitted a model with vitD entered as a continuous linear term. The functional form of vitD in the Cox model was explored using a smoothing spline with three degrees of freedom, and the resulting log hazard for vitD was depicted graphically. The results provided some evidence that maximum benefit in terms of survival occurred with vitD levels in the range of 32-44 ng/ mL. Above this range, a further increase in serum vitD seemed to be associated with a trend for a higher risk for death, although this was not statistically significant.
In contrast, another study [14] found no association between serum VitD and RFS among 607 postmenopausal patients with nonmetastatic breast cancer enrolled in the phase III National Cancer Institute of Canada Clinical Trials Group MA.14 trial of adjuvant tamoxifen (20 mg/day orally for 5 years) with or without octreotide (90 mg/month depot injection for 2 years). Continuous vitD was not associated with the RFS interval for any relapse (p ϭ .57), for bone only relapse (p ϭ .19), or for bone plus another site of relapse (p ϭ .73).
The effect of vitD on outcome was also explored in two studies involving prostate cancer and melanoma patients. In the prostate cancer study involving 160 patients [15] , a high serum vitD level was significantly related to a better prognosis (AHR, 0.16; 95% CI, 0.05-0.43), compared with a low serum vitD level.
The melanoma cohort study [16] , enrolling 872 patients, showed that higher vitD levels were inversely associated with relapse and death. The AHRs across seasons were 0.79 (95% CI, 0.64 -0.96) and 0.83 (95% CI, 0.68 -1.02), respectively, per 8 ng/mL increase in serum vitD level. The inverse association with higher serum vitD level, stratified by season, persisted through the range of levels detected based on tertile analysis.
VDR EXPRESSION AND RELEVANT POLYMORPHISMS
The activity of vitD is influenced by its receptor expression and relevant genetic variants. VDR polymorphisms comprise a cluster of tightly linked polymorphisms at the 30-end (Apa1, Bsm1, Taq1, and a length polymorphism of a polyadenyl microsatellite in the 30-untranslated region) and the 50-end of the gene (Fok1 and Cdx-2) [17, 18] .
VDR polymorphisms reflect an individual's susceptibility to vitD function. Fourteen papers evaluated the relationship with prognosis of either VDR or VDR polymorphism in cancer patients (Table 2) . VDR expression was assessed 1218 Vitamin D and Cancer Prognosis Buttigliero, Monagheddu, Petroni in tumor samples in all studies. VDR polymorphisms were assessed in blood in four studies and in tumor tissues in six studies. VDR expression or retinoid X receptor was associated with longer survival on multivariate analysis in three studies involving patients with colorectal cancer, cholangiocarcinoma, and renal cancer, respectively [19 -21] . In contrast, in one study including patients with superficial urothelial carcinoma [22] , VDR expression was predictive of a poor prognosis on univariate analysis.
In regard to VDR polymorphisms, a significant association with prognosis was found in five of 10 studies. In two studies involving prostate cancer patients who underwent radical prostatectomy, either the Fok1 polymorphism [23] or the Bsm1 and Taq1 polymorphisms [24] failed to be predictive of prostate-specific antigen (PSA) failure. Two studies involved patients with malignant melanoma. In one of them [25] , A-1012G (A allele) (AA genotype), but not the Fok1 and Taq1 polymorphisms, was associated with a greater risk for metastasis than the GG/AG genotype (HR, 2.9; 95% CI, 1.1-7.5). In the second study [16] , there was no clear effect of several VDR polymorphisms on outcome, apart from weak evidence that inheritance of the Bsm1 A allele was adversely associated with RFS (HR, 1.44; 95% CI, 1.02-2.03). However, stratifying patients according to vitD status, inheritance of the Bsm1 A, Apa1 A, and Taq1 C alleles was associated with a higher risk for relapse from melanoma in patients with low vitD levels, but not in those with normal/elevated vitD levels (interaction test, p ϭ .02).
The Apa1, but not Bsm1 and Taq1, polymorphism was significantly associated with cancer-related death (HR for AA versus Aaϩaa, 3.3; 95% CI, 1.01-10.6) in renal cancer patients [26] . In breast cancer patients, neither the Taq1 [27] nor Bsm1 [28] polymorphism showed prognostic significance.
In the two studies involving NSCLC patients, there was no association between Cdx-2, Fok1, or Bsm1 VDR polymorphism and RFS or survival in one of them, involving patients with early-stage disease [29] , whereas in the second study [17] , the Fok1 genotype T was associated with a poor prognosis. The HR for death was 1.32 (95% CI, 0.98 -1.77) for C/T and 1.41 (95% CI, 0.96 -2.07) for T/T (p for trend ϭ .04), compared with the C/C reference group in patients with advanced or metastatic NSCLC. However, Cdx-2 and Bsm1 polymorphisms were not prognostic.
In one study involving ovarian cancer patients, the Fok1 C/C genotype was associated with a better prognosis than with the C/T and T/T genotypes (HR, 0.18; 95% CI, 0.05-0.61) [30] . The number of stars attributed to each domain is a measure of study validity. For cohort studies, the maximum number of stars is: 4 for selection, 2 for comparability, 3 for outcome. For case control studies, the maximum number of stars is: 4 for selection, 2 for comparability, 3 for exposure [7] . Abbreviations: AHR, adjusted hazard ratio; BMI, body mass index; CSS, cancer-specific survival; DFS, disease-free survival; EFS, event-free survival; NSCLC, nonsmall cell lung cancer; OS, overall survival; RIA, radioimmunoassay. 1220 Vitamin D and Cancer Prognosis The number of stars attributed to each domain is a measure of study validity. For cohort studies, the maximum number of stars is: 4 for selection, 2 for comparability, 3 for outcome. For case control studies, the maximum number of stars is: 4 for selection, 2 for comparability, 3 for exposure [7] . Abbreviations: AHR, adjusted hazard ratio; CI, confidence interval; DFS, disease-free survival; HR, hazard ratio; IHC, immunohistochemistry; NA, not available;
NSCLC, non-small cell lung cancer; OS, overall survival; PCR, polymerase chain reaction; PCR-RFLP, polymerase chain reaction-restriction fragment length polymorphism; PSA, prostate-specific antigen; SCC, squamous cell carcinoma; vitD, vitamin D; VDR, vitamin D receptor. 1222 Vitamin D and Cancer Prognosis
VitD Supplementation
The impact of vitD supplementation on cancer mortality was evaluated in three randomized trials involving advanced prostate cancer patients (Table 3) . A randomized, placebo-controlled, double-blinded phase II study [31] explored whether or not the activity of docetaxel in terms of PSA response was enhanced with the concomitant administration of doxercalciferol (1a-dihydroxyvitamin D2, Hectorol; Genzyme Corp., Cambridge, MA), an inactive prohormone that undergoes hepatic conversion to its active metabolites 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D2 and 1,24-dihydroxyvitamin D2. Seventy castration-resistant, chemotherapy-naive prostate cancer patients were randomized to treatment. The median follow-up was 17.6 months. The response rate was 46.7% (95% CI, 30%-64%) in the doxercalciferol arm and 39.4% (95% CI, 25%-56%) in the placebo arm (p ϭ .560). The median progression-free survival interval in the doxercalciferol arm was 6.17 months (95% CI, 4.20 -10.7 months) versus 6.20 months (95% CI, 4.83-9.07 months) in the placebo arm (p ϭ .764). The median OS time in the doxercalciferol arm was 17.8 months (95% CI, 14.9 -23.6 months) versus 16.4 months (95% CI, 11.9 -23.8 months) in the placebo arm (p ϭ .383).
In a double-blinded, randomized phase II study (Androgen Independent Prostate Cancer Study of Calcitriol Enhancing Taxotere [ASCENT] trial) [32] , the antineoplastic activity of the combination of DN-101, a high-dose oral formulation of calcitriol, and docetaxel was tested against docetaxel alone in 250 patients with advanced castrationresistant prostate cancer. The administration of DN-101 failed to be associated with a significantly higher PSA response rate-58% for DN-101 patients and 49% for placebo patients (p ϭ 0.16)-or a significantly longer skeletal morbidity-free survival duration (HR, 0.78; 95% CI, 0.57-1.074; p ϭ .13). Despite this, patients in the DN-101 group had a longer survival time than their counterparts not treated with DN-101 (HR, 0.67; 95% CI, 0.45-0.97; p ϭ .04) on multivariate analysis. Following on these encouraging results, an open-label, phase III trial with the same design was subsequently planned to enroll 900 patients with advanced castrationresistant prostate cancer (ASCENT-II trial). However, that trial was prematurely interrupted after an interim analysis showed an unexpectedly greater mortality rate in the DN-101 arm [33] . At the last available analysis, with a medianfollow-up of 11.7 months, 174 of 477 men in the calcitriol arm had died (36.5%), compared with 138 of the 476 docetaxel-treated patients (29%). A meta-analysis of these three randomized trials, based on the number of deaths reported or extrapolated from the original papers, confirms a strong heterogeneity among studies (p for heterogeneity test ϭ .001), without any pooled effect of vitD supplementation on survival, both with a fixed-effects model (RR, 1.07; 95% CI, 0.93-1.23) and with a random-effects model (RR, 1.00; 95% CI, 0.71-1.40) (Fig. 2) .
DISCUSSION
Questions as to whether or not the prognosis of cancer patients is influenced by hypovitaminosis D status and whether or not vitD supplementation can improve outcomes are attracting increasing interest from clinical investigators.
The published data on circulating vitD levels are generally very sparse and of rather low quality, with eight studies involving patients with different diagnoses or disease stages. Of these studies, five showed a significant negative prognostic role for low serum vitD level, whereas three did not. As a whole, serum vitD level had a prognostic role in two different studies for colon cancer patients; data on breast cancer were conflicting, with one study showing a positive result and one study showing a negative result; and two studies involving NSCLC patients were both negative. The two positive studies involving prostate cancer patients and melanoma patients had no confirmation in an additional case series.
With the exception of colon cancer patients, these results fail to provide support for a large amount of data from ecologic studies showing a prognostic benefit in cancer patients after sun exposure indirectly assessed either by season or latitude [34, 35] .
These studies suffer from several limitations. First, 25(OH)D levels were determined in blood samples obtained only at one time point, and because circulating 25(OH)D has a half-life of approximately 2 weeks [36] , they are not representative of long-term chronic 25(OH)D levels nor do they reflect the nadir of 25(OH)D reached during the year. In addition, there are no data on whether a change in 25(OH)D level over time influences clinical outcomes in cancer patients. Second, not all trials adjusted for age, race, body mass index, physical activity, and season, which can influence 25(OH)D levels as well as clinical outcomes. Third, hypovitaminosis D is associated with secondary hyperparathyroidism, which could have contributed to the negative prognostic role observed. Parathyroid hormone (PTH) is similar to parathyroid hormone-related peptide, which is a potent growth factor [37] , and both molecules interact with the same receptor that is expressed in several neoplastic cells [38] . None of the studies assessing circulating vitD levels concomitantly assessed serum PTH. Fourth, different assays were used to determine circulating vitD levels. The assay to determine vitD is not standardized and large variability in 25(OH)D results, both between methods and between laboratories, has been published [39] . This makes the study results difficult to reproduce in routine clinical practice. Another important consideration is that not all tumor cells express VDR [19 -22] , and the presence of VDR polymorphism implies individual susceptibility to vitD biological activity [40] . These issues further complicate the relationship between circulating vitD level and cancer outcome.
VDR polymorphisms were associated with prognosis in five of 10 papers. These studies suffer several drawbacks: (a) the statistical power is relatively poor; (b) the panel of polymorphisms tested varies among the studies; (c) polymorphisms were tested in blood in some studies and in tumor tissues in others, leading to different interpretations of the results; and (d) some discrepancies between studies involving the same tumor histologies were recorded. That is, Fok1 polymorphism showed prognostic significance in patients with advanced NSCLC [10] but not in NSCLC patients with early disease [29] .
Surprisingly, most studies did not measure circulating vitD levels, rendering interpretation of the results difficult. Of the two studies [10, 16] that assessed both vitD and VDR, only one [16] explored their prognostic interaction. However, the prognostic significance of several VDR polymorphisms was limited to patients with very low serum vitD levels. These data suggest that the greater functional activity of some VDR polymorphisms could protect patients against the negative effects of low vitD levels, but there is no effect in patients with higher vitD levels.
Association does not mean causality, and the serum vitD level might merely be a marker for another causal relationship [41] . The key question is to understand whether low vitD status increases the risk for death from cancer or is simply a consequence of poor health resulting from neoplastic disease. If the first hypothesis is true, then supplementation with vitD is likely to improve the prognosis for cancer patients.
Three prospective RCTs explored the prognostic role of vitD supplementation in prostate cancer patients with advanced castration-resistant disease. In the two randomized phase II studies, vitD supplementation was found to lead to a significantly longer OS time in one, and essentially superimposable survival results were obtained in the other. Following on the encouraging results from the positive study, a prospective phase III trial was designed but then was prematurely discontinued because of an excessively high mortality rate in the control arm.
The most interesting finding to emerge from the metaanalysis was the striking heterogeneity in trial results. How are we to interpret these contradictory data? These clinical trials used either a synthetic vitD analog (Hectoral) or activated vitD (DN-101), rather than parent vitD (cholecalciferol), which would influence serum 25(OH)D levels.
Moreover, if we look at the prognostic role of serum vitD and classify patients by the percentile distribution of values (Table 1 ), it appears that prognosis progressively improves with increasing serum levels: the greater the vitD serum level attained, the better the prognosis. This relationship may not necessarily hold true, however. A study by Goodwin et al. [13] explored the prognostic role of vitD considering the serum level as a continuous variable. The results showed that the relationship between vitD serum level and cancer prognosis may not be linear, but may be U-shaped instead, with a greater hazard for death both at a serum vitD level Ͻ32 ng/mL and at a serum vitD level Ͼ44 ng/mL. Of note is the fact that a similar nonlinear relationship was found between vitD status and cardiovascular events [42] . Accordingly, not only hypovitaminosis D but also hypervitaminosis D could have a negative effect on prognosis. The finding that both low and high vitD levels are associated with a higher prostate cancer risk [43] suggests a stimulatory role of cancer growth in both conditions.
Finally, because the efficiency of the biological activity of vitD is mediated by the inheritance of VDR polymorphisms, the alleles associated with better vitD function can be protective against poor prognosis in cases of hypovitaminosis D, but they may have an opposite effect when high vitD levels result from supplementation.
In summary, the heterogeneity in VDR expression in prostate cancer patients, the nonlinear relationship between the serum vitD level and prognosis, together with an individual's susceptibility to vitD biological effects linked to VDR polymorphisms could account for the higher mortality observed in the ASCENT-II prospective trial in vitDtreated patients than in their non-vitD-treated counterparts.
Unfortunately, neither serum vitD nor VDR polymorphism was measured in patients enrolled in the prospective trials, precluding any exploratory prognostic analysis in the populations of supplemented and nonsupplemented patients.
From a methodological perspective, several potential limitations should be considered when interpreting the results of our systematic review of observational studies. Of particular relevance are the problems we encountered with identifying all studies, with assessing the risk for bias in each study because of poor reporting, and with determining the presence of residual confounding. Even more importantly, we needed to take into account multiplicity of anal-yses and selective reporting and publication, because most of the studies were exploratory in nature and without confirmatory results.
Also, the three RCTs evaluating the potential benefit of vitD administration in advanced prostate cancer patients suffered from some limitations. Two of them were phase II studies with biochemical response as the primary endpoint [31, 32] and the third used different schedules of docetaxel in the two arms [33] . Moreover, these clinical trials used either a synthetic vitD analog (Hectoral) or activated vitD (DN-101), which are not the standard replacement therapy for low vitD.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, low vitD levels may have a negative prognostic role in some primary tumors; however, it is still too early to prescribe vitD supplementation in routine clinical practice. The cutoff levels of vitD potentially associated with a greater hazard for death or progression in cancer patients, together with the interaction of VDR polymorphisms, need to be better investigated by future research.
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